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Dear Mr. Martin,

Mariano Cassamo is a man obsessed by candong.. He
hates and fears its practitioners, whom he feels are
directly responsible for his inability to get milk for
his little niece or a pack of cigarettes, yet he needs them.
For although Mariano Casssmo is a FRELIMO Party member and
a scientific socialist, he and the nearly one million other
residents of Maputo can’t get by without candonga. The state
press is shrill with it, and the city’s collective imagination
feeds on its magic; it is the trace of a matrix of disapoointment,
deprivation, mob hate and covetous desire.

Candonga is the black market.
Siyad Siddik is a candongueiro, black marr. He

is such by necessity, for having been raised to barter, truck
and higgle in this formerly bustling nort city, commerce is
his way of life. Since most trading through other than state
channels at fixed oriCes is now illegal, Siyad is s. de re
"economic criminsl," subcatagory candongueiro. He has adapted
to the new system, although he doesn’t like it, and has
learned to use it to best advantage. We sat on the stoo
of an empty shoo one evening, while upstairs his elder brother,
Abdul, struck a deal with a Ministry of Defense official
to have the contents of the family’s Namoula warehouse (ay
up north) flown down to aouto by military aircraft at nominal
expens. "I have so much stuff up there," Abdul later ex-
plained, visibly grieved at the thought of his merchandise

"but I have no transoort l’ve got a warehousesitting idl,
of oillows and you can’t pillows in Manuto." Siyad nodded
assent.

Only in Maputo and in moralty tales do there exist
in such olose proximity men whose world views are as anti-
podal as those of Mariano Casssmo and Siyad Sid.dik. The
former is as close as the ruling FRELIM8 (Front for the
Liberation of Mozambique) Party will come to realizing the
"new Mozambican man." The latter is timeless, and as such
is bound to survive the youth of the former.

My introduction to ariano Cassamo lasted three and
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one half-hours. I m his charge for the duration of my stay
here, so I supoose it was reasonable that we plunge into
acquaintance. Sr. Mariano is the Director of the Information
Ministry’s Foreign Press Office. He is a new FRELIMO Party
member and, aside from his schizoohrenic attitude towards
candonga, a true believer.

He rose from behind his desk to greet me, allowing
himself only the faintest and slightly twisted smile, and
offered a hand with the long, taoering fingers of a ianist,
no callouses. He is a young black man, erhs 26, with
close-cropped hair and beard, delicate features and skin
tone which give him an almost Mediterranean annearance. In
retrospect, his face recalls the Roman portrait of an
Egyptian boy, with large, brown, soulful eyes, I once saw
in a museum.

He seemed ill at ease and uestioned me sh2rDly about
my credentials, acting the bully: "what’ s this ICWA," "why
are you interested in Mozambue," and so on. He stared
distrustfully snd sgoke in short bursts, anDending to
every other sentence a strange, abrasive, interrogative
sound, "Nheh,~" (which I take to be a corruption of the
Portuguese "nao e," i.e. "isn’t it s6’). But as ou con-
versation roceeded, it became clear that he was less in
control of the situation than his severe manner might suggest,
and that the rough treatment was in keeing with the orinciole
that the best defense is a good offense. He is out of his
depth on questions that require the confidence of a ersonal
omion.

Hence his recitation of the Party catechism, beginning
with a two and one half-hour history of Mozambique since
independence from Portugal in 1975. Now and ags.in I inter-
jected a uestion, which usually confounded him and set us
back sixmonths2as he remembered milestones he had forgotten
to include, and so I desisted. On he droned, through the
Lusaka accords, through Zimbabwean independence, determined
to slog through the Fourth Party Congress in all its
ramifications. Finally, he concluded with another denunciation
of the "banalities armados," or "armed bandits," the Party
sobriquet for the freedom fighters/ rural brignnds, deoending
on one’s ooint of view, also known as RENANO Resistncia
National Mocambicana. ( I prefer the tag of a charming
American coooerante who calls them "those ba.n-dee-dohs.")
It was my turn to soeak,n I asked him about himself. Like
any othera In theintermediae levels ofthe bureaucracy,
Sr. Mariano was taken out of school to staff government
offices. He had been training in electric apliance repair
when called into service, and rofesses to hate pushing
paper behin a desk. But in a country in which at independence
95% of the population could not read or write, literacy i
much in demand. So Sr. Mariano, a Party member for just.over
a year now, serves.

Resolute an enemy as he is of candongs., Sr. Mariano
did not offer to change my dollars into meticais (the
nat.onal monetary unit), a highly illegal transaction,
until our second meeting. He broached the subject clumsily,
not yet expert enough to affect nonchalance. The only place
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in Maouto to buy milk for his niece, he explained, is the
Interfranca-- the hard currency store. Various tales of
woe, all of them true to a greater or lesser degree, have
since been told to me by Mozambicans anxious to trade
meticais for dollars or South African rand.

To get into the Interfranca in the afternoon, you have
to show your passoort; Mozambicans with hard currency may
enter only in the morning. Outside the entrs.nce is a crowd
of blacks watching mostly white foreigners enter this
forbidden fantasy and emerge with shooping bgs of potatoes,
beer, ravioli, meat (meat’. meat’, the shos here hven’ t
seen meat in nearly two years’.), all the grocery items of
which all but th inner circle of the government can only
dream. It is a surreal experience to pass in an instant
from penury to plenty, from the dazzling afternoon sunlight
to the fluorescent cool of a modern supermarket, complete
with muzak. And it is highly embarrassing to carry an ex-
posed loaf of bread through the streets. Never again will
neglect to bring my "United Staes of America Corn" bag,
made om empty emergency food aid sacks and as plentiful
in the old bazaar as food is scarce.

A very few residents of aouto outside the inner
sanctum of power mange to eat uite well without exhausting
a miner’s remittances at the ’Franca: Siyd Siddlk is one
of them. S+/-yad, age 2Sand brother Abdul are Indians,
acknowledged masters of local commerce on the East Coast
of Africa. They are the two brothers dell.gated to remain
behind to protect the family’s assets in Mozambicue; their
parents and siblings are in Lisbon.

Siyad may be the living human closest to Joseoh Schumoeter’s
"capitalist" +/-deal-ty. He is a Moslem, but by his
admission not one to dawdle over matters siritual. Whst
makes his eyes burn bright is money-- net 0nly as an nd,
but as a means, or more, as a way of life. "I move millions,"
he boasted as we walked to his family’s home for ta, "not
hundreds or thousands but millions of contos.* I’m talking
about a lot of zeros, a whole lot."

Since there are no more functioning cafes in Maouto,
Siyad and I sat on the ste.s of an empty sho in the dark,
and talked. What did I think of all this, e wanted to know.
I was circumsoect too early to tell,’I said, but the Dresent
state of Mauto was tragic. And the evidence araed before
us: children in rags, some with swollen bellles, scores of
men shuffling u a ueue for cigarettes, hundreds more waiting

* One conto= i000 meticais (sing. metical). One dollar
fetches 42 meticais at the bank, up to 2000 in the free mmrket.
But watch out those convicted of "economic crimes" are
subject to chicotada, a public flogging. I asked Mar+/-ano
Cassamo whether this was not dlsturbingly reminiscent of brutal,
colonial practices. He explained that whereas the Portuguese
beat workers and freedom fighters, the current regime beats
only "enemies of the Peoole." La plus a change, nheh?
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in the dark for a bus. The skyscra.oers are blacked out,
the clerks stone idle behind emoty disolay csses. What
was obviously an economically dynamic society is going
raoidly to ruin, and can one hardl walk own the street
without wanting to rage at it all, and fix blame.

Siyad and I talked about coping in Maouto, about th
oossibility of change and the guerilla insurgency. "Violence

"who cn’t use their heads to" he observed,is for brutes,
get what they want." And here the rem.srk that recalls
Schumoeter’s contention that the true caoitalist self-
interested]QV fsvors oeace as necessary orecondition for
commerce: "War wastes so much good materiel." And now,
while on the subject of distinguishing the brute from the
subtle and the common from the sublime, our talk turned
to the dollar. In Maouto today, the dollar commands that
place in the popular imagination reserved for virility
potions and theological mysteries. It is sooken of with
we, for the transubstantiation of currency into orized
edibles such as sausages and custard can only be effected
through our omniootent medium of exchange(or the lesser

" Siyad exolsined in sn unlovely butrand ) "The do liar,
"is sugar. Now imagine we are ten ratsaosite metaohor,

in a room no, one hundred rats in a closed room all "together. We all head for the sugsr, and we ill for it."
In fact, that oeople are generally not at each others’

throats in Maouto is remarkable. There are more burglaries
and car thefts tha a year ago, but peDDle attribute it to
the lack of streetlights rather than gre,.er desperation.
Until .uite recen%ly, Maputo never lacked lacked electric
power, oroduced in cuantity at the Cabors Bassa dam in
Tete 9rovince. The guerillas, however, he,ve msde the relay
towers carrying thehigh-voltage wires a favorite target,
and the city is coding by rationing the nower of its col-
fired bsck-un generator. Peo.nle here are very used to
electric light at all hurs, and the 9sychologice,1 im@ect
of these regular blackouts is considerable. But for all
its difficulties, Maouto is still a functioning city. Tke
sewers are backed u in only a very few olaces, the telephones
work about half the time and the streets are sweot clean.
The housing stock is badly d:cayed, but there is no neighborhood
as fs-gone as the South Bronx. ?or and fnction, however,
have Darted ways, and the style of life in the city is
getting orogressively closer to that found ten minutes beyon
the downtown, in the African bs,irros, or neighborhoods, of
straw huts. For example, high-rise balconies are most often
used for cookfires. Saturday-morning s.w a steady trail
of women, bundles of firewood balsnced on the.r heads, trekking
into town and uD to the "Peoole’s Market," where their cargo
is cbo.oped into manageable size. They dumD their loads and
stand chattering in the shade, sometimes breaking into song,
while the men swing axes. The observer could well be in
the market of any provincial town, and the incongruity of
20-story buildings on three sides is striking. The heart
of the city is going back to the bush.
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People don’t get very much to eat here. Two and a half
kilos of rice, half a kilo of sugar and half a liter of
cooking oil per person per month is the standard ration.
Stocks run out towards the end of the month, as demonstrated
by the state of our "Continemtal Breakfast" at the hotel,
which has become less European and more African as the
month winds down. Two biscuits and tea yield@d to one
biscuit yielded to boiled manioc. Most everyone su.oolements
his allotment at the neighborhood coooeratives, which
sometimes have something to dtribute, and the rest of
the month’s food is had by grace of candonga.

As a consequence, Oeoole haven’t much energy to work
or, for that matter, tools and materials to work with.
Nevertheless, at least two businesses are thriving in
downtown Maputo. One is shoe-shining. One third of the
city seems perpetually to be shining another third’s shoes
(while the restraining third goes barefoot). The other
business is the local penny "tell your weight" cale.
Little knots of oeoole pump their worthless meticais into
the machine without pause, jumoing on and off in vsrious
combinations and laughing delightedly. At first I thought
they were weighing themselves out of concern for the effects
of their meager diet. But why weigh yourself five times,
even if you can interpret the result? No, the scale has
clever glass cover, and what fascinates its oatrons is watching
the smooth, grey weights rise and fall with unhurried noblesse.
The children trace the trajectory of the arrow wth th.r
fingers, shrieking happily as it glides aroun the circum-
ference of the glass. Elevators may be stormed, refrigerators
useless, cars and trucks idl and rusting for want of a art,
but the penny scale preserveres intact. It is a window on
the soul of a living achine, and a rsre spectacle for
a city accustomed to grinding entropy.
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